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Summary 
In the early 1970s Ashkin and his coworkers pioneered the optical trapping of smaller 

dielectric particles with laser beams'. Laser optical traps or optical w e e m  have then found 
wide applications in various fields including awustics, biology, biomedicine, and microchemistry. 
Optical tweezcrs are directly used to micromanipulate cells and intr8-cellulw organelles, or by 
coating beads with malerials like myosin, optical tweezers are used to control the moving of 
heads which are treated as handles for cell manipulations. Due to the isotropic or symmetric 
properties of cells or beads, cell rotational control is hardly achieved in a laser optical traps. In 
this presentation we will demonstrate the cell manipulation, including not only the linear 
translations but also rotatiuns, by using irregular-shaped diamond particles as handles for optical 
tweezers. 

The light sourcc for the laser tweezers is a fundamental Gaussian mode Tisapphire laser 
with linear polarization at a wavelength of 790 m. The laser beam was strongly focused by a 
microscope objective Icns (Leitz PLAN 50X, NA 0.4) onto the micro-objects. We adopted 15- 
25 u m  synthetic monocrystalline diamond micro-particles manufactured for lapping and 
polishing applications as our manipulation handles. Due to its shape asymmeby2, we can easily 
observe 360 degree rotation as a results of non-zero net torque contributed from the iorces at 
each surfaces. By vertically moving the laser focal plane inside the diamond micra-particles, we 
can change the net torque induced by the optical forces so as to control the rotational speeds, 
rotation directions, or even stop the rotations of the particles. Linear movements of the diamond 
particles can also be easily achieved by moving the laser beam horizontally. We coated the 
irregular-shaped diamond micro-particles with poly-L-lysine as handler for cell manipulations. 
Figure 1 shows the rotational movement of biological cells by using diamond micra-particles as 
handles for laser tweezers. We have used mesophyll protoplasts from Arabidopsis rhaliono for 
demonstration. Independent movements of linear translations and controllable rotations can be 
easily achieved, indicating the potential application of irrelagur-shaped particles for the micrc- 
manipulation of biological cells. 
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TerahiUs parallel optical connections to silicon CMOS chips: 
lessons learned from the SPOEC technology demonstrator 
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Summnry 

Theoretical estimates suggesl that the physical Innit on elDcbical data communication raw between 
silicon chips is of the order of a few Tbitk for connection lengths of aver.- 100 mm [I]. The 
semiconductor indusky predicts that this level of input-output is likely to he required in the next ten years 
[Z]. Free-spa- optical oonnections to silicon VLSI potentially offer much higher data-rates than 
eleclrieal interconnects and are promising for fuNre high-performance electronic systems. 

We have assembled the components of M optoelectronic 16 Gbitk cmssbar switch [I] designed to 
include, internally, an optical data rate to a hybrid InMdsilimn chip in the Tbitls rezime. Input to the 
demonskator is by an 8 x 8 V C S U  may 141 opcrating at250 Mbitkfchannel. These 64 channels are 
fanned out8 x 8 times, using dimactive aptiw, to give the high ~vcpall data rate (Tbith) onto the hybrid 
switching chip. 'This chip includes an army of 4096 InGaAs-based p-i.n detectors solder-bump bonded to 
silicon CMOS. The detectors comecl directly to a matching m y  of phmcurrent receivers distributed 
am" the sil ica chip. The custom-designed 0.6 I" CMOS performs packet muting of the incoming 
data, under the conlrol of an optically-distributed clock, and the muted signals are output optically via 
differential modulator pairs, interlaced between the detectors on the InGaAs chip. Tests of the asscmbled 
optical system show the required performance. Initial results from full-system experiments will be 
presented. 

Far the large photmcurrent receiver amy exploited in this technology demonstrator (4096 in total) the 
overall power urnnumed is about 10 wans. ksling calculations [SI, &king into account the expected 
advances in VLSI technology, show that fu~n 0.1 pm technology should pcrmit arrays of similar 
receivers to dissipate as liuls as 0.3 W/(TbiVs). Combined with high-performanee VCSEL or modulator 
transmitters, this approach offers a high effciency i n t c r - n a  technology cspablc of avoiding the 
limitations imposed by elecbical chip-Io-chip mnnections. 
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